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In 1975 there were 125 wineries in eastern North America. By 2013 there were more than 2,400. How and why the eastern United
States and Canada became a major wine region of the world is the subject of this history. Unlike winemakers in California with its
Mediterranean climate, the pioneers who founded the industry after Prohibition—1933 in the United States and 1927 in Ontario—had
to overcome natural obstacles such as subzero cold in winter and high humidity in the summer that favored diseases devastating to
grapevines. Enologists and viticulturists at Eastern research stations began to find grapevine varieties that could survive in the
East and make world-class wines. These pioneers were followed by an increasing number of dedicated growers and winemakers who
fought in each of their states to get laws dating back to Prohibition changed so that an industry could begin. Hudson Cattell, a
leading authority on the wines of the East, in this book presents a comprehensive history of the growth of the industry from
Prohibition to today. He draws on extensive archival research and his more than thirty-five years as a wine journalist
specializing in the grape and wine industry of the wines of eastern North America. The second section of the book adds detail to
the history in the form of multiple appendixes that can be referred to time and again. Included here is information on the origin
of grapes used for wine in the East, the crosses used in developing the French hybrids and other varieties, how the grapes were
named, and the types of wines made in the East and when. Cattell also provides a state-by-state history of the earliest wineries
that led the way.
The Western Fruit Jobber
Nursery Management & Production
California Cultivator and Livestock and Dairy Journal
Employee and Employer Relations
The Wagner Act
At the beginning of World War II, the United States and Mexico launched the bracero program, a series of labor agreements that brought Mexican men to work temporarily in U.S. agricultural
fields. In Braceros, Deborah Cohen asks why these migrants provoked so much concern and anxiety in the United States and what the Mexican government expected to gain in participating in
the program. Cohen creatively links the often-unconnected themes of exploitation, development, the rise of consumer cultures, and gendered class and race formation to show why those with
connections beyond the nation have historically provoked suspicion, anxiety, and retaliatory political policies.
Bulletin
Report of the Commission on Agricultural Workers: Hearings and workshops before the Commission on Agricultural Workers, 1989-1993
Wayward Tendrils Quarterly
From Prohibition to the Present—A History and Desk Reference
Lake Andes-Wagner project
Back by popular demand, this guide to grape cultivation covers everything from establishing a vineyard to vine ailments. Suitable for both amateur and
commercial growers, it considers viticulture conditions throughout North America.
Oversight Hearing on the Wagner-Peyser Act (Employment Service)
Migrant Citizens and Transnational Subjects in the Postwar United States and Mexico
Western Fruit Grower
Report of the Commission on Agricultural Workers
Grain and Feed Review

How a small family company in the Finger Lakes became one of the most important wine producers in the United States, only to be taken down by corporate greed and mismanagement. In 1880,
Walter Stephen Taylor, a cooper’s son, started a commercial grape juice company in New York’s Finger Lakes region. Two years later, wine production was added, and by the 1920s, the Taylor
Wine Company was firmly established. Walter Taylor’s three sons carefully guided the company through Prohibition and beyond, making it the most important winery in the Northeast and
profoundly affecting the people and community of Hammondsport, where the company was headquartered. In the 1960s, the Taylor family took the company public. Ranked sixth in domestic
wine production and ripe for corporate takeover, the company was sold to Coca-Cola in 1977. Three more changes of corporate ownership followed until, in 1995, this once-dynamic and
important wine producer was obliterated, tearing apart the local economy and changing a way of life that had lasted for nearly a century. Drawing on archival research as well as interviews with
many of the principal players, Thomas Pellechia skillfully traces the economic dynamism of the Finger Lakes wine region, the passion and ingenuity of the Taylor family, and the shortsighted
corporate takeover scenario that took down a once-proud American family company. In addition to providing important lessons for business innovators, Over a Barrel is a cautionary tale for a
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wine region that is repeating its formative history. “Over a Barrel offers various cautionary lessons that can be applied to all too many businesses. The Taylor paterfamilias began making wine
from grapes in the Finger Lakes region, and his three sons improved it. But when the world of wine consumption changed, the Taylors didn’t, and they eventually sold out. Subsequent corporate
owners gradually destroyed the wine and the farmers who grew the grapes. Only the black sheep grandson stayed true to the family code, ranting from his perch on Bully Hill.” — Mark
Pendergrast, author of For God, Country, and Coca-Cola: The Definitive History of the Great American Soft Drink and the Company That Makes It, Third Edition, Revised and Expanded
Monthly Bulletin of the Department of Agriculture, State of California
Puerto Rican Workers on U.S. Farms
Florists Exchange and Horticultural Trade World
Code of Federal Regulations
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ninety-sixth Congress, First Session ... Los Angeles, Calif.,
March 31, 1979
Colonial Migrants at the Heart of Empire is the first in-depth look at the experiences of Puerto Rican migrant workers in continental U.S.
agriculture in the twentieth century. The Farm Labor Program, established by the government of Puerto Rico in 1947, placed hundreds of
thousands of migrant workers on U.S. farms and fostered the emergence of many stateside Puerto Rican communities. Ismael García-Colón
investigates the origins and development of this program and uncovers the unique challenges faced by its participants. A labor history and an
ethnography, Colonial Migrants evokes the violence, fieldwork, food, lodging, surveillance, and coercion that these workers experienced on
farms and conveys their hopes and struggles to overcome poverty. Island farmworkers encountered a unique form of prejudice and racism arising
from their dual status as both U.S. citizens and as “foreign others,” and their experiences were further shaped by evolving immigration
policies. Despite these challenges, many Puerto Rican farmworkers ultimately chose to settle in rural U.S. communities, contributing to the
production of food and the Latinization of the U.S. farm labor force.
Containing a Codification of Documents of General Applicability and Future Effect as of December 31, 1948, with Ancillaries and Index
Planter and Sugar Manufacturer
Rural Cooperatives
Colonial Migrants at the Heart of Empire
Wine-Growers Guide
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